










From:
To: IPCN Enquiries Mailbox
Subject: Cabbage Tree Road Sand QUarry
Date: Monday, 19 March 2018 2:42:42 PM

Brian Curry
Cabbage Tree Road

Williamtown. 2318

19 March 2018

Planning Assessment Commission
Attention:
Ms Diane Leeson
Mr Peter Duncan AM
Mr Peter Cochrane

RE: Cabbage Tree Road Sand Quarry (ssd 6125)-d500/18

I hereby within this submission wish to object to the approval of this project.

At your site meeting on last Monday March 12 you could not have helped but notice the proximity of the
 proposed quarry to our homes and properties.

The location will lntroduce (should the quarry be approved) severe health, noise, traffic and commercial issues
 for us residents.

I ask that an exclusion zone of at least five hundred metres (as used in other areas) should be implemented as a
 buffer between our properties and the quarry.

As you are aware our properties and the proposed quarry are in the contamination zone and as I advised the
 hearing last Monday it is illegal as implemented by both the Environmental Authority and Port Stephens
 Council to remove sand/soil from the contamination zone.

The EPA suggests that due to the shape of the sand particles it is unlikely the contaminant will adhere to the
 sand--well that only leaves the contaminant to blow around in the wind during excavation and later--not an
 optio.

The product being quarried is high grade silicon sand and being done so in a high wind environment--the lack
 of control mechanisms only translates to more dangerous health issues--which we do not need.

There are two noise issues which need serious attention.

Firstly that is the noise emanating from the quarry will be high volume due to the proximity and the high winds
 will only amplify it.

Secondly the existing trees and hills of the quarry area act as a noise buffer for the residents from the RAAF
 runway and that buffer should be maintained especially with impending introduction of the new jet
 fleet/squadron the noise from which as is publicly known has been underestimated by some fifty percent by
 Defence.

Therefore the buffer is critical for residents well being.

Realistically the EIS produced by Defence should be revisited to produce a new noise map.

The precious environment within the quarry perimeter is going to be decimated--protected and rare species
 gone--forever.



We should be protecting our environment not destroying it.

We are currently reeling from the affects of the PFAS contamination issues with our property values being
 severely affected this quarry will only further destroy those values--who would want to buy a property which
 has a sand quarry as a close neighbour and having silicon dust blown all over you ?

The traffic on this road is already of a dangerous nature with both volume and speed being factors especially
 with the constant flow of fast moving sand trucks twenty four hours a day which makes access to our properties
 quite dangerous.

The proposed entrance to the quarry is a disaster waiting to happen--out the front of residences.

There is a good alternative which I suggested in a previous submission--going in off Masonite Road and using
 the access road through Waterboard Land. I understand it has been previously used as such.

There is not anywhere for the trucks to lay up, as happens now, trucks are travelling to existing mines in the
 early hours of the morning to queue--where will these trucks form their waiting queue--answer please

If approved, the operating hours need to be altered to properly reflect the area--rural residential--nowhere else
 would there be an active quarry amongst houses-- therefore the hours of operation should be kept to a
 minimum.

I have to question some of them testing methodology.

On the plan I saw, the animal detectors were only placed around the outside perimeter--is that satisfactory ?

Secondly it is my understanding that testing for PFAS was conducted on the top of the sand hills__the least
 likely area for a detect--was that true ?

The mapping of the contamination in relation to this site is unbelievable--how do you have a contamination area
 at the fence line but not inside the fence ? Please explain.
Wind and water, the last time I checked, did not recognise fence lines.

More issues regarding the dangers of the contamination are in today's press further confirmation of the possible
 horrific outcomes.

Surely we do not need to further endanger people and the environment by excavating and transporting the
 contamants especially against instructions from the authorities.

Given that the quarry is in the contamination zone and sitting on top of the Tomago Sandbeds--a local water
 supply-- surely as a protection for that water supply and those who consume it-- any disturbance of those beds
 would be best avoided.

The status of this application is also questionable

It is being assessed on a state significant basis.
As we were told by the Planning Department there are two requirements for a project to be state significant

Firstly the volume of the excavation and secondly the product itself.

In the first instance the quarry qualifies
However in the second instant as they advised us it does not.

As you would know the test is whether the people of NSW be worse off if the quarry was not to proceed.

This application fails in the second requirement (as advised by the planning department) because the product--
high grade silicon sand-is in plentiful supply--and as our investigations revealed there is very low need for it.

The people of NSW will be no worse off should this application be denied therefore the quarry is not essential.



The dire outcomes for our community, should this quarry proceed, far outweigh the benefits for a few
 individuals some of whom do not have the fortitude to identify themselves.

Everything, in my opinion, that has happened throughout this process suggests that approval is a foregone
 conclusion especially when there were some one hundred and twenty objections and one in favour when the
 initial submissions closed. Basically since then our compelling objections have either been swept under the
 carpet or given very scant attention.

Even the RMS was overruled in their logical requirements for ingress and egress lanes.

So in conclusion I ask you as individuals to take a fresh humane approach to our situation.

The contamination issue is getting worse.

We are basically on our knees this mine is not a necessity and will only introduce new contamination, health
 issues and stress to our community.

I am sure you would not like to be in our position with extreme health issues hanging over our head.

I thank you for taking the time to read yet another submission and basically beg for our community that you
 understand our objections.

Should you be compelled to approve this application please for our sake give us an opportunity to get a
 conclusion to the contamination issue and defer the operation for a couple of years.

Many thanks
Yours sincerely
Brian Curry
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